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Chapter 2731: Heavenspan Mountain Advancing! 

Ye Yuan complied and placed his dragon horn on the boundary wall. 

Swoosh! 

Outside of Ye Yuan’s expectations, his body actually rushed straight into the boundary wall, and he 

stumbled. 

Ye Yuan could not help being taken aback. He was still wondering how difficult it would be. He did not 

expect that he would come in so easily. 

“Senior, it doesn’t seem as hard as imagined,” Ye Yuan said with an innocent face. 

Mi Tian had a confused look too and said, “You brat …?Ah,?I understand. You cultivate the cultivation 

method of the Lord of Chaos and are very attuned to chaos in itself. Coupled with the affinity of the true 

dragon race, entering the boundary wall becomes very easy. However, don’t be happy too early either. 

With your bit of strength, you can’t walk very far at all.” 

Ye Yuan walked towards that yellow air mass and said with a smile, “Being able to get the grandmist 

energy will do, how should I refine it?” 

Myriad Realms Mountain said, “You send the Myriad Realms Mountain into the grandmist energy, then 

follow the method that I say. Guide grandmist energy in bit by bit. Take note, there mustn’t be the 

slightest mistake during this process. Otherwise, not only will it fall short of success at the last stage, it 

will even damage the Myriad Realms Mountain. And this cluster of grandmist energy would also be 

wasted.” 

As he said, Mi Tian imparted the refining method to Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan arrived next to the grandmist energy and sent the Heavenspan Mountain into the grandmist 

energy according to the refining method that Mi Tian talked about. 

Over there, the old man who was fighting fiercely with Big Yellow seemed to have felt it, his entire body 

suddenly trembling. 

His eyes were glued onto the Heavenspan Mountain, the look in his eyes full of shock. 

“H-Heavenspan Mountain! The Heavenspan Mountain is actually in his hands!” 

Wearing out iron shoes in a fruitless search, who would have guessed that the Heavenspan Mountain 

that the Jadetrue Heavenly Sect had been searching bitterly for from top to bottom, actually came back 

by itself! 

Bang! 

Just as the old man was in shock, Big Yellow showed off coquettishness and a hoof kick arrived again. 

The old man was caught off-guard and directly had a kick stomped on his face. 
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The old man’s nosebleed overflowed, only feeling that the entire world was spinning. 

Big Yellow had a disdainful look as he said, “Still getting distracted when fighting, are you looking down 

on people?” 

The straightforward and good-natured Big Yellow actually became full of uninhibitedness when talking. 

The old man endured the pain and said in a solemn voice, “Who the hell are you guys? Why would the 

Heavenspan Mountain be in your hands?” 

Big Yellow said coolly, “Want to know, wait until this exalt beats you to a cripple first! In a while, Master 

Ye will naturally come and tell you!” 

The old man looked at Big Yellow hatefully and said, “You, a dignified Saint Exalt, is actually going to be a 

puny little Jade Sovereign Heaven’s hired thug?” 

Big Yellow said disdainfully, “What does a swallow know of the aims of a swan? You think that three 

tribulations Saint Sovereign Heaven is very strong, but following this Master Ye will have greater 

possibilities! Alright, enough rubbish, watch out for my hoof!” 

After he finished talking, it was another Coquettish Profligate Hoof. 

Got to admit, although this move that Mi Tian imparted looked very embarrassing, its power was really 

strong. 

Each kick was illusory; extremely hard to ascertain. 

Wanting to defend was incredibly difficult. 

The old man had just taken a hit; his entire person was still in upheaval. Hence, how could he take this 

kick? 

Big Yellow unforgiving after gaining the momentum too, each hoof attack being stronger than the last. 

Refining grandmist energy was not considered very difficult to Ye Yuan. 

This process was very complicated, it was a very delicate job. 

But, for Ye Yuan, meticulousness was one of his greatest strong points. 

The process of refining a grade four heavenly imperial pill was many times more complicated than this, 

he similarly would not make any mistakes. 

That small cluster of grandmist energy became smaller and smaller. 

The aura of the Heavenspan Mountain became increasingly unfathomable. 

This was precisely the hallmark of a grandmist treasure! 

When the last trace of grandmist energy was refined, Ye Yuan let out a long sigh in relief, his face 

revealing a joyful expression. 

This trip to the Jadetrue Heavenly Sect was really not in vain! 



Although the Dragon Spring Sword was good, in terms of potential, it was still the Heavenspan Mountain 

that was better. 

This treasure could follow him as he cultivated all the way to an extremely high realm. 

Mi Tian also said, there were not many treasures comparable to the Myriad Realms Mountain in this 

world! 

Bringing the Heavenspan Mountain, Ye Yuan withdrew out of the boundary wall. 

Over there, the old man had already been kicked by Big Yellow until he was covered in wounds and was 

almost biting the dust. 

It was also that a Saint Sovereign Heaven could take a beating, otherwise, with Big Yellow’s strength, the 

old man would have long been laid flat. 

However, looking at Big Yellow’s coquettish appearance, Ye Yuan still could not resist bursting into 

laughter. 

Compared to normally, Big Yellow had simply become like a different person. 

With the intention of testing the Heavenspan Mountain’s power, Ye Yuan silently recited a spell. The 

Heavenspan Mountain immediately turned into a wisp of green smoke and smashed toward the old 

man. 

Ye Yuan grasped the timing perfectly, coordinating closely with Big Yellow. 

The old man was caught by surprise, his back suffering a heavy blow. 

Only to see him spurt a mouthful of blood wildly, directly collapsing onto the ground and staying there. 

When Ye Yuan saw this scene, he could not help being secretly speechless too. 

The power of the Heavenspan Mountain was more than a hundred times stronger than before! 

In fact, its power was more than a magnitude stronger than the Dragon Spring Sword. 

Just a small cluster of grandmist energy and its power actually had such a big increase! 

Seeing that the old man had lost his combat capacity, Big Yellow stopped attacking too. 

The other party was still strong in the end. Even if he learned the Coquettish Profligate Hoof, he was still 

unable to take the other party down within a short time. 

The battle between Saint Sovereign Heavens was very difficult. 

It was far too difficult to want to kill the opponent. 

Ye Yuan gave Big Yellow a big thumbs up and praised, “Big Yellow, really coquettish!” 

Big Yellow gave Ye Yuan a resentful glance and said, “Master Ye, stop making fun of me.” 

Ye Yuan burst out laughing when he heard that. 



“W-Who the hell are you? Why would our Jadetrue Heavenly Sect’s Heavenspan Mountain be in your 

hands?” The old man still could not resist asking. 

Jadetrue Heavenly Sect had already lost the Heavenspan Mountain for several tens of thousands of 

years. 

Now that he saw it again, how could he not be excited? 

Ye Yuan’s mouth curled and he said disdainfully, “Your Jadetrue Heavenly Sect’s Heavenspan 

Mountain??Heh,?Yan Jadetrue obtained the Heavenspan Mountain here, right? He was merely one of 

the Heavenspan Mountain’s masters, that’s all. Presently, I’m its master!” 

The old man looked at the Heavenspan Mountain in Ye Yuan’s hands and his pupils could not help 

constricting. 

The Heavenspan Mountain actually already became a grandmist treasure! 

When fighting just now, the Heavenspan Mountain absorbed that mysterious cluster of power in the 

boundary wall and broke through! 

One had to know, with Yan Jadetrue’s strength, it was impossible to let the Heavenspan Mountain 

become a grandmist treasure too! 

What in the world was this young man’s background? 

Also, that mysterious person dwelling in his body was a figure who was even terrifying to the extreme. 

Casually giving pointers to Big Yellow and it made his strength eclipse his! 

This level of means, it was what even he, this Saint Sovereign Heaven, could not imagine! 

If not for seeing it with his own eyes, he would not believe it at all. 

“Jadetrue Heavenly Sect really concealed deeply! I didn’t expect that you guys actually still had a three 

tribulations Saint Sovereign Heaven! Let me ask you, what kind of place is the mystic realm that your 

Jadetrue Heavenly Sect is going to this time?” Ye Yuan asked. 

The old man’s expression changed slightly, and he said, “Sacred Sieve Mystic Realm is a magnificent 

continent. There are countless precious treasures in there! However, immense danger is also held in 

store. Back then, seven great middle Saint Sovereign Heavens were killed until the sky was rent asunder 

and the earth split open in order to obtain the treasure inside. Ancestor Jadetrue also fell there. 

However, only the seven of them knew the location of the Sacred Sieve Mystic Realm. Only all the way 

until recently, when a phenomenon suddenly happened there, was it discovered by us.” 

Ye Yuan frowned and said, “Where is that Sacred Sieve Mystic Realm?” 

The old man said, “Inklight Forest!” 
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Ye Yuan’s expression suddenly changed. 
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Sure enough, it was Inklight Forest! 

“What location in Inklight Forest?” Ye Yuan’s tone became solemn. 

The old man gave a coordinate, but wasn’t that precisely the site that the Heavenspan World was at? 

At this point, Ye Yuan no longer had any hope of getting lucky in his heart! 

It was just that he was very perplexed; why would the Heavenspan World have associations with this 

whatever Sacred Sieve Mystic Realm? 

Ye Yuan started worrying about Li-er they all. 

He frowned and said, “What kind of abnormalities happened there?” 

The old man answered, “A few days ago, bloody light suddenly rose to the sky there, dyeing the dark 

night red. Linking all sorts of rumors previously, only then did we confirm that that place is the Sacred 

Sieve Mystic Realm!” 

Ye Yuan drew a deep breath, his heart being in a fluster. 

“Have you all sent people in before?” 

The old man shook his head and said, “The bloody light is extremely strong right now. We can’t enter at 

all! However, that bloody light is currently weakening and we’ll be able to enter very soon. We don’t 

have assurance. That’s why we sent out the hero invitations, inviting more powerhouses to enter 

together.” 

But the moment Ye Yuan heard, he became even more worried. 

He did not know what kind of change happened in the Heavenspan World. 

Were Li-er they all still well? 

“Big Yellow, send him on his way!” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

“Right!” Big Yellow received the order and directly ended the old man. 

… … 

Bang! 

In a secret chamber of the Jadetrue Heavenly Sect, it specially enshrined a life tablet. 

That place was the previous, previous generation sect master’s life tablet! 

The disciple guarding the hall was suddenly startled awake and his expression could not help changing 

wildly. 

“Things are bad, Ancestor Lu Zhengxin’s life tablet has shattered!” 

Jadetrue Heavenly Sect’s upper echelons fell into extreme shock and panic very quickly. 

At this critical juncture, the Jadetrue Heavenly Sect’s greatest trump card, the three tribulations Saint 

Sovereign Heaven ancestor, actually died! 



Jadetrue Heavenly Sect’s sect master, Chen Tai, returned from Jadefork Peak, his expression terrifyingly 

grim. 

There were only him and Head Elder, two people, who knew that Lu Zhengxin existed! 

“Sect Master, what in the world happened? Who could kill Ancestor?” Head Elder said with a sorrowful 

face. 

“Don’t know who did it! But it’s definitely a Saint Sovereign Heaven that’s lurking among those people! 

Not only did he kill Ancestor, he even took away that mysterious power at the back mountain! What 

ruthless means! This is equivalent to severing our Jadetrue Heavenly Sect’s lineage!” 

Talking until here, Chen Tai gnashed his teeth in hatred. 

But more of it was helplessness. 

The reason why Lu Zhengxin was able to break through to Saint Sovereign Heaven was entirely because 

of comprehending that cluster of grandmist energy. 

However, Lu Zhengxin actually could not leave that cave at all. 

Because his fourth Saint Sovereign Dao Tribulation was long overdue. 

He could shield heaven’s secrets inside that cave and delay the arrival of the fourth Dao Tribulation. 

This was also the reason why the Jadetrue Heavenly Sect would decline. 

No successors! 

But, as long as he was around, he would be the Jadetrue Heavenly Sect’s guardian deity. 

Now, the deity was dead! 

The mysterious power that could help step into Saint Sovereign Heaven also disappeared. 

There was still no news about the Heavenspan Mountain. 

The Jadetrue Heavenly Sect was really on the verge of extinction this time. 

Ye Yuan did not know that him taking away the grandmist energy would cause such a heavy loss to the 

Jadetrue Heavenly Sect. 

Of course, even if he knew, he would not care either. 

He did not have any good impression of the Jadetrue Heavenly Sect in the first place. 

If not for Yan Jadetrue, how could the Heavenspan World have been deceived for hundreds of millions 

of years? 

“What should we do now?” Head Elder said with a solemn face. 

“Absolutely can’t let the outside world know about this matter. We must pretend like everything’s fine! 

The Sacred Sieve Mystic Realm trip this time is our last chance! As long as we can find the Heavenspan 

Mountain, Jadetrue Heavenly Sect will still have hope of continuing!” Chen Tai said in a solemn voice. 



Their Saint Sovereign Heaven was dead and they did not even dare to investigate it. They could only 

swallow the grievance. 

… … 

A month’s time passed in a flash. 

Several hundred powerhouses were gathered in Jadetrue Heavenly Sect. 

There naturally could not dispense with some friction. 

But ever since Big Yellow knocked Shi Yue over with a kick, no one dared to provoke him anymore. 

Everyone knew that the large yellow bull next to him was not to be trifled with. 

In the marketplace, Ye Yuan found a lot of good stuff. 

On the day of departure, Ye Yuan already could not wait for it. 

Chen Tai arrived before everyone and said with clasped hands, “Thank you, fellow daoists; Chen Tai is 

endlessly grateful! The Sacred Sieve Mystic Realm opening this time, this sect promises everyone that as 

long as we find Ancestor Jadetrue’s Heavenspan Mountain, we won’t take anything else! But, if anyone 

wants to snatch the Heavenspan Mountain from this sect, the Jadetrue Heavenly Sect will be 

irreconcilable till death with them! Although our Ancestor Zhengxin is in closed-seclusion all year round, 

if you really provoke him into taking action, it’s likely that no one will gain any advantage!” 

When Ye Yuan heard this, he could not resist exchanging a glance with Big Yellow. 

Although he did not know Lu Zhengxin this name, he guessed it too. 

This Chen Tai actually used a dead person to threaten everyone. It was really impressive enough. 

However, Ye Yuan naturally would not express anything. If he showed it, it would mean that he was 

killed by him. 

There was no benefit apart from becoming the common target for scorn. 

Moreover, there were likely hidden dragons and crouching tigers among the Jade Sovereign Heavens 

present! 

“Sect Master Chen, rest assured. We only seek natural treasures and won’t fight with you!” 

“Yeah, we’re entering the Sacred Sieve Mystic Realm merely in order to seek a lucky chance to break 

through to Saint Sovereign Heaven!” 

“That’s your Jadetrue Heavenly Sect’s; we won’t snatch it!” 

… … 

The moment Chen Tai said it, everyone’s hearts turned fearful, making their positions known one after 

another. 

Legends had it that the Jadetrue Heavenly Sect was still hiding a Saint Sovereign Heaven. No one knew 

whether it was real or fake. 



But most believed it. 

After all, Jadetrue Heavenly Sect was once True Yang’s number one sect, its foundation being extremely 

deep. 

Seeing everyone make known their positions, Chen Tai was very satisfied too and said with a nod, 

“Alright, everyone, let’s set off!” 

“Wait a minute!” 

Everyone was just about to move out when Tang Quan spoke up. 

Seeing him open his mouth, everyone knew that there was a show to watch. 

These few days, they had been curious all along. 

The Seven-star Heavenly Sect was not easy to deal with. 

Got slapped in the face for no reason, but did not fight back. 

Everyone was finding it odd. But they did not expect that Tang Quan was waiting here. 

“What is it, Elder Tang?” Chen Tai asked. 

Tang Quan looked in Ye Yuan’s direction and said coolly, “Wei Yu is our Seven-star Heavenly Sect’s next 

sect master. Someone actually dared to slap his face. It’s equivalent to slapping our Seven-star Heavenly 

Sect’s face! In this True Yang Heavenly Domain, no one dares to slap my Seven-star Heavenly Sect’s face 

yet! Today, in front of everyone, we naturally have to gain back this face.” 

Everyone present was shrewd. They naturally knew Tang Quan’s intention of doing so. 

He was using this incident to shock all of the True Yang heavenly sect’s powerhouses, that his Seven-star 

Heavenly Sect was not to be provoked! 

In reality, there were really not many people who dared to provoke the Seven-star Heavenly Sect. 

Even if the other person’s strength was lacking. 

But Ye Yuan was one of those few people. 

When Wei Yu saw Tang Quan speak up, he looked at Ye Yuan and said with a cold smile, “Punk, today, 

kneel down and acknowledge your fault in front of everybody, and waste your own cultivation. Then, 

deliver that large yellow bull to the Seven-star Heavenly Sect. This matter will be considered dropped. 

Otherwise, you can forget about going anywhere today!” 

When everyone heard, they could not help secretly applauding. 

Wei Yu was well-deserving of being a sect master successor, his mind was very meticulous too. 

He had clearly seen through this large yellow bull’s extraordinariness too, that was why he would say 

that. 

If the Seven-star Heavenly Sect obtained Big Yellow and groomed him, he would surely be a major 

combat force in the future! 
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“It’s fun now! With a half-step Saint Sovereign Heaven taking action, that punk can’t be arrogant 

anymore, right?” 

“It felt great when slapping faces, but the consequences are very severe!” 

“He could have provoked others, but he had to provoke True Yang’s number one major sect, Seven-star 

Heavenly Sect. An ascender, really acting recklessly and blindly!” 

… … 

Seeing Tang Quan speak up, many people harbored the idea of gloating over others’ misfortune. 

The vast majority present were all indigenous powerhouses. They were not welcoming to ascenders to 

begin with. 

They naturally did not want Ye Yuan to ride on their heads. 

Chen Tai’s eyes also narrowed and he said in a cold voice, “There’s actually such a thing? Boy, you 

actually dare to make a move against the Seven-star Heavenly Sect’s people on the Jadetrue Heavenly 

Sect’s territory! Kneel down now and apologize to Elder Tang. This sect can guarantee you from death!” 

Lu Zhengxin was already dead. Jadetrue Heavenly Sect needed a powerful ally. 

Seven-star Heavenly Sect was obviously the best ally. 

Why would he care about the life and death of an ascender? 

Befriending Tang Quan in this matter was naturally a great deal. 

It was just that he did not know that the ones who killed Lu Zhengxin and plunged the Jadetrue Heavenly 

Sect into an unprecedented crisis, was precisely Ye Yuan and Big Yellow! 

With Chen Tai making his stance known, it held tremendous weight. 

With two great heavenly sects making their positions known at the same time, if Ye Yuan did not lower 

his head, there would be no place to shelter him in the True Yang Heavenly Domain anymore. 

“Hey, boy, lower your head and admit your mistake! Looking on the account of Big Yellow’s face, I’ll 

come forward to mediate things for you in a while and preserve your cultivation. Presumably, they will 

still give me some face.” 

Taoist Wu Fang already squeezed beside Ye Yuan without knowing when and whispered in his ear. 

Ye Yuan gave him a glance rather surprisedly. He did not expect that this guy would actually say 

something like this. 

Becoming enemies with two great heavenly sects at this time, at least one could tell that Taoist Wu Fang 

was a fanatic too. 

For a prey that he was interested in, he could act regardless of the consequences. 
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Ye Yuan smiled slightly and said, “No need. Just these few trash, I haven’t taken them seriously yet.” 

Taoist Wu Fang scoffed and said, “Boy, you’re also thinking too highly of yourself! You probably don’t 

know what half-step Saint Sovereign Heaven means! Furthermore, the Seven-star Heavenly Sect has 

more than just Tang Quan, one half-step Saint Sovereign Heaven!” 

Being able to become True Yang’s number one heavenly sect, how could the Seven-star Heavenly Sect 

be underestimated? 

Half-step Saint Sovereign Heaven was merely the standard for the sect. 

Ye Yuan just smiled and looked at Chen Tai as he said, “Sect Master Chen’s warning earlier was very 

overbearing! These few days at Jadetrue Heavenly Sect, I discovered that the scenery at the back 

mountain is really not bad!” 

As soon as these words came out, the others did not feel anything off, but Chen Tai’s head exploded 

with a bang. 

Stormy waves immediately set off in his heart. 

This was a warning! 

What did he warn just now? 

He was warning everyone using Jadetrue Heavenly Sect’s Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouse! 

Then what did the back mountain represent? 

The Jadefork Peak was precisely the Jadetrue Heavenly Sect’s back mountain! 

Linking these two points together, its meaning was already self-explanatory! 

Ye Yuan was clearly saying this: your Jadetrue Heavenly Sect’s Saint Sovereign Heaven is already dead, 

you’re still threatening people here? 

Truly laughable! 

Lu Zhengxin’s demise, this was absolutely a secret among secrets. 

In the entire Jadetrue Heavenly Sect, only he and Head Elder two people knew about it. 

Then how did Ye Yuan know? 

There was only one possibility! 

Lu Zhengxin’s demise had inescapable connections with Ye Yuan! 

Having murdered someone, one should originally deal with things in a low-key manner. 

But Ye Yuan actually hinted him in such a grand manner. 

F*cking hell, too arrogant! 

Chen Tai wished to immediately blow Ye Yuan up right now. 



But he could not! 

As long as Ye Yuan said it out, that Jadetrue Heavenly Sect currently no longer had a Saint Sovereign 

Heaven to hold down the fort, the Jadetrue Heavenly Sect would really be finished 

Weren’t you still using Saint Sovereign Heaven to scare people just now? 

Your Saint Sovereign Heaven isn’t even around anymore, still scaring people? 

Jadetrue Heavenly Sect’s crisis was about to arrive immediately! 

Chen Tai’s entire body quivered, glaring at Ye Yuan angrily, virtually about to rampage. 

This guy was telling him that he killed your Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouse, but you still wanted to 

use this to threaten him, this was simply shameless to the extreme. 

Yet, he could not do anything to Ye Yuan! 

How aggravating! 

“Huhu,?Sect Master Chen, are you sure that … you want me to kneel down and admit my fault?” Ye 

Yuan looked at Chen Tai and said with a smile that was not a smile. 

Chen Tai’s expression changed over and over again. Finally, he retreated to one side, having an 

appearance like it did not concern him. 

When everyone saw this scene, each and every one of them was dumbstruck with shock. 

What happened? 

That brat’s one sentence made Sect Master Chen stay a good distance away? 

A heavenly sect’s sect master, that was definitely an overlord level existence. 

If Saint Sovereign did not emerge, who could contend! 

This kind of overlord was actually persuaded to withdraw by an unknown punk! 

The shock in their hearts could be imagined. 

Tang Quan’s brows furrowed, and he said in a solemn voice, “Sect Master Chen, what’s the meaning of 

this?” 

Chen Tai drew a deep breath and said coolly, “There’s no meaning. This matter, my Jadetrue Heavenly 

Sect can’t intervene!” 

Tang Quan’s expression changed and he said with a cold snort, “Very good! This Tang has had a taste of 

it!” 

Chen Tai only felt bitterness in his mouth. He had offended the Seven-star Heavenly Sect now. 

But he had no choice! 

Choosing the lesser of two evils, he could only choose to offend the Seven-star Heavenly Sect. 



“However, the people that my Seven-star Heavenly Sect wants to quell, we don’t need to borrow other 

people’s power at all! Boy, this elder will give you one last chance, kneel, or not?” Tang Quan looked at 

Ye Yuan and said in a cold voice. 

Ye Yuan looked at Tang Quan and said with a smile, “Yammering until now, isn’t it just for the sake of 

posturing? It’s just a pity that you found the wrong target!” 

Tang Quan’s brows furrowed slightly, clearly already genuinely enraged. 

He gave a cold snort and said, “Very good! It has already been many years since anyone dared to 

provoke my Seven-star Heavenly Sect! Today, this elder will kill the chicken to warn the monkeys!” 

Finished talking, he took a step out, his imposing momentum terrifying to the extreme. 

That appearance clearly already had half a foot stepped into Saint Sovereign Heaven. 

“Seven-star Steps, Tiankui Palm! These are Seven-star Heavenly Sect’s two great unique skills! Looks like 

Elder Tang is genuinely enraged!” 

“That boy, he doesn’t know the immensity of heaven and earth! Does he think that by bringing a chaos 

aberrant, he’s invincible under the heavens?” 

“Haha,?young people, they always think that they are invincible under the heavens!” 

… … 

The moment Tang Quan made his move, the commotion was not what the average half-step Saint 

Sovereign Heavens could compare to. 

The ultimate skills of Seven-star Heavenly Sect, those were all the True Yang Heavenly Domain’s 

pinnacle martial techniques. 

The moment it debuted it was absolutely incomparably shocking. 

But Ye Yuan was completely oblivious. He just smiled faintly and said, “Big Yellow, get coquettish!” 

Big Yellow gave Ye Yuan a resentful look, his body suddenly started contorting. 

“Master Ye, you’re making things very difficult for Big Yellow!” 

While talk was talk, Big Yellow still unleashed the Coquettish Profligate Hoof! 

“Pffft!” 

Seeing a bull pose in a flirtatious and seductive manner, everyone simmered with laughter and burst out 

laughing. 

This scene was seriously too comical. 

Tang Quan’s Seven-star Steps was swift to the extreme. 

In a blink of an eye, it arrived in front of Ye Yuan. 

It was also right at this moment that Big Yellow unleashed his hoof! 



This hoof seemed slow but was fast in reality, and it reached first despite launching later. 

Bang! 

Tang Quan’s face was directly kicked solidly by this hoof and he flew out. 

The whole place was deathly silent! 

No one expected that even when the half-step Saint Sovereign Heaven Tang Quan took action, it was 

still the same! 
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Tang Quan got up, the bull hoof print on his face clearly visible. 

Many people were simmering with laughter, secretly laughing. 

Half-step Saint Sovereign Heaven, they were apex existences in the Five Great Heavenly Regions too. 

But now, there was an additional bull hoof print on his face. Thinking about it felt hilarious too. 

Of course, this was because Big Yellow did not use his true strength. Otherwise, it would not be as 

simple as leaving behind a mark. 

Even if it was a half-step Saint Sovereign Heaven, this hoof would also make his head explode. 

The Coquettish Profligate Hoof was no joke. 

“Is this your Seven-star Heavenly Sect’s prestige? Looks like it’s nothing more than this! This time, I’ll let 

you all remember it better. If you don’t have sufficient strength, don’t posture in front of so many 

people. Big Yellow, help sink it into the Seven-star Heavenly Sect’s people’s memories.” 

The moment these words came out, each and every one of the Seven-star Heavenly Sect’s people lost 

their souls. 

However, they did not have time to react at all and Big Yellow already arrived in front of their faces. 

Bang, bang, bang?… 

Big Yellow kicked his hooves extremely fast. Ordinary Jade Sovereign Heavens could not react at all. 

In a blink, each of the Seven-star Heavenly Sect’s Jade Sovereign Heavens had a bull hoof print left on 

their faces. 

Of course, there were two on Tang Quan’s face. 

He still failed to avoid this hoof. 

Wei Yu was even depressed until the verge of vomiting blood. This was the third time! 

Each and every one of the powerhouses present was dumbstruck with amazement. 

They already overestimated Big Yellow’s strength as much as possible. Who knew that they still 

underestimated it. 
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But the problem was, Big Yellow clearly did not utilize any strength. How did he do it? 

No matter what, the Seven-star Heavenly Sect’s face was considered to have been slapped ruthlessly 

once again. 

As True Yang’s number one major sect, when had the Seven-star Heavenly Sect endured this kind of 

frustration before? 

Yet, they did not even dare to breathe loudly. 

Getting their faces slapped, they could only swallow the insult and humiliation silently, and follow the 

main force forward. 

Hundreds of Jade Sovereign Heavens moved in a mighty contingent and marched for Inklight Forest. 

Just arriving at Inklight Forest, Ye Yuan already saw a cluster of bloody light surging towards the sky. 

This bloody light stirred the soul, giving people an extremely dangerous feeling. 

When Ye Yuan saw this, his complexion could not help turning pale. 

Getting close, Ye Yuan discovered that the origin of the bloody light was precisely the place that he 

sealed back then. 

It was just that now, the seal had long already disappeared without a trace. 

“Fellow Daoists, I wonder who’s willing to take the lead?” Chen Tai said. 

“Big Yellow, let’s enter!” Ye Yuan said without thinking. 

When Big Yellow saw Ye Yuan’s complexion, he had long already guessed something. At once, he did not 

say anything either, directly bringing Ye Yuan and rushing into the bloody light. 

A terrifying power surged out of the bloody light as if going to grind Ye Yuan two people up. 

But Big Yellow gave a cold snort and stomped with his bull hoof. That surge of power was immediately 

dispersed. 

Swoosh! 

The two person’s figure immediately vanished. 

Everyone exchanged glances, uncertain what it meant. 

But right at this time, there were several figures that rushed straight into the bloody light passageway 

again. 

The others were not willing to fall behind too, following one after another. 

In reality, the power of this bloody light had already diminished significantly now. 

These people were all Jade Sovereign Heaven powerhouses, going in was naturally not hard. 

Ye Yuan only felt a blur before his eyes, his body immediately having a feeling of fusing together in 

perfect harmony. 



This feeling was very intimate. 

This was the feeling of returning home! 

Fortunately, the Heavenspan World was still the Heavenspan World. Apart from bloody light filling the 

sky, there did not seem to be too much of a change. 

And this cluster of bloody light actually rose up from beneath his feet, teeming the entire Heavenspan 

World! 

The place where Ye Yuan was standing at was none other than precisely the place where the 

Heavenspan Mountain was originally at. 

Further up was the plane passageway that led to Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven! 

It was just that Ye Yuan did not expect that there was actually a passageway below the Heavenspan 

Mountain too! 

“Interesting! I didn’t expect that this inconspicuous small chiliocosm actually connects to two major 

planes! Over there seems to be a dilapidated continent! Ye Yuan brat, is this your hometown?” In his sea 

of consciousness, came Mi Tian’s exclamation. 

Ye Yuan nodded slightly, his expression very ugly. 

His divine sense already swept the entire Heavenspan World just now, but he did not discover the 

figures of Li-er and the rest. 

With Ye Yuan’s present strength, the moment he released his divine sense, he would be able to instantly 

cover the entire Heavenspan World. 

But he scanned several times after returning, and yet, there were no traces at all. 

The people on intimate terms with Ye Yuan, Yue Mengli, White Light, Li-er, and the rest were actually all 

not around! 

The present Heavenspan World no longer had any secrets to speak of to him. 

He did not believe that there was anywhere that could deceive his divine sense. 

Then, where did Li-er they all go? 

Swoosh! 

Swoosh! 

Swoosh! 

One figure after another came out of the plane passageway and landed in the Heavenspan World. 

“Eh,?it turns out that it’s a small chiliocosm! The ants here are all so weak! There’s actually not even a 

Heavenly Stratum powerhouse! This kind of ants are not worthy to live in this world, why don’t … I send 

them off!” 

Boom! 



His voice had yet to fade when a streak of sword light flashed past. 

The person who was talking just now was already reduced to dregs. 

Everyone’s faces turned apprehensive. 

Because the one who unleashed this streak of sword light was none other than precisely Ye Yuan! 

What he was holding in his hand was precisely the Dragon Spring Sword! 

That person who was talking just now was an elder of one of the seven great heavenly sects, Dazzling 

Cloud Heavenly Sect. His strength already reached upper Jade Sovereign Heaven! 

But, under Ye Yuan’s sword, he did not even last a single breath. 

In everyone’s impression, Ye Yuan was merely a rookie that was hiding behind Big Yellow, that was all. 

No one really took him seriously. 

But the moment he made his move just now, everyone was shocked. 

This punk was not a soft persimmon! 

“Boy, are you crazy? My Dazzling Cloud Heavenly Sect’s elder merely said a sentence and you killed 

him?” 

The one speaking was Dazzling Cloud Heavenly Sect’s head elder, Tang Yihe, who was similarly a half-

step Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouse. 

Ye Yuan looked at him and said in a cold voice, “I am the ant that he was talking about! He wants to 

exterminate ants like me, could it be that I, this ant, can’t kill him?” 

Li-er and the rest disappeared, Ye Yuan was currently in a violent rage. 

Yet, at this time, that person talked nonsense about exterminating the Heavenspan World’s ‘ants’; how 

could Ye Yuan not be furious? 

Heavenly Stratum powerhouses coming to the Lower Realms would always have a huge sense of 

superiority. 

Back then, Jun Tian was merely a measly little Lesser Sublime Heavenly Stratum and he was the same. 

Let alone these Jade Sovereign Heavenly Stratums that were standing high above the masses! 

Ye Yuan’s gaze swept over all their faces and emphasized each word, “This place is my hometown! 

Whoever makes a move here, I’ll kill them!” 

The moment these words came out, everyone revealed looks of disbelief. 

No one expected that Ye Yuan actually ascended from here! 

Because they felt it, this small chiliocosm was a small chiliocosm that had Heavenly Dao missing! 

Or should one say, this was a small chiliocosm that had been altered by someone before. 

It was impossible for someone to ascend from here! 



But Ye Yuan emerged! 

How could they not be surprised? 

“Huhu,?a mere lower Jade Sovereign Heaven, truly arrogant to the extreme! Do you really think that no 

one can handle you?” 

At this time, a young man who looked 17 or 18 years old walked out of the crowd. 

With each step that the young man took, his imposing momentum rose frenziedly. 

In the end, it actually reached the level of Saint Sovereign Heaven! 

When Tang Quan and Wei Yu saw this person, their faces revealed a look of wild ecstasy and they yelled, 

“Saint Exalt Waycloud, you actually came!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2735: Momentary Slip of the Tongue! 

“Seven-star Heavenly Sect’s Saint Exalt Waycloud! He hasn’t come into being for thousands of years. I 

didn’t expect that he would actually make a move this time!” 

“The mystic realm trip this time actually alarmed even the Saint Exalt powerhouses! Looks like it’s not as 

simple as we imagined!” 

“There’s a show to watch now! I want to see how this boy plans on dealing with it!” 

… … 

Saint Exalt Waycloud’s appearance greatly enhanced the morale of the Seven-star Heavenly Sect’s side. 

No one expected that a Saint Exalt would actually be lurking among them. 

Saint Exalt comprehended Heavenly Dao rules, if they had the intention of hiding, the rest definitely 

could not tell, just like Big Yellow. 

Saint Exalt Waycloud looked at Ye Yuan and said disdainfully, “Bringing along a brute and you think that 

you’re invincible under the heavens already? Boy, hand over the grandmist treasure in your hands, and 

this exalt can spare you from death!” 

The moment everyone heard, they came to a sudden realization. 

Previously, the Seven-star Heavenly Sect had their faces slapped by Ye Yuan time and again, but Saint 

Exalt Waycloud did not take action. 

In his view, this was merely a children’s squabble. 

In front of a Saint Sovereign Heaven, a half-step Saint Sovereign Heaven was merely so-so too. 

But, when Ye Yuan took out the grandmist treasure, it was not up to him to not be moved anymore! 

Grandmist treasure could only unleash their true power in the hands of Saint Sovereign Heavens. 

Therefore, he made his move. 
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“Scram!” Ye Yuan only replied to him with one word. 

His mind was currently in a whirl and he had long already lost his composure from before. 

Saint Exalt Waycloud jumping out now had no other use other than infuriating him. 

Saint Exalt Waycloud’s brows furrowed and he said in a cold voice, “Boy, looks like you still don’t 

understand what’s called Saint Sovereign Heaven! Is this place your hometown? Huhu, very good!” 

Done talking, Waycloud raised his hand slightly, and the entire world started trembling. 

When Ye Yuan returned, he discovered that the Heavenspan World became much more stable! 

If it was like before he ascended, that sword earlier would have made the Heavenspan World fall apart 

to pieces. 

However, when a Saint Sovereign Heaven made his move, how could the momentum be of the common 

sort? 

Seeing Saint Exalt Waycloud make his move, Wei Yu’s face was full of smugness. 

Letting Ye Yuan feel sorrow like cutting into his flesh, he felt really great! 

Suffering a loss time and again in front of Ye Yuan made his killing intent towards Ye Yuan climb to its 

peak too. 

A mere Lower Realms ant, what right did he have to shit and piss on his head? 

Apart from that, Seven-star Heavenly Sect’s powerhouses were also very invigorated. 

Saint Exalt, was their Seven-star Heavenly Sect’s true power! 

“Bullshit Saint Sovereign Heaven, is it very impressive? Big Yellow!” Ye Yuan said icily. 

Actually, without waiting for Ye Yuan to give the order, Ye Yuan’s Coquettish Profligate Hoof already 

made an appearance. 

But this time, the power of Saint Sovereign Heaven erupted! 

Saint Exalt Waycloud was currently planning on demonstrating his own martial prowess. With his 

cultivation realm, he did not need to exert his full strength to slaughter the people of the Heavenspan 

World. 

But Big Yellow’s hoof held tremendous power! 

Saint Exalt Waycloud was caught by surprise and directly took a kick to his face. 

Bang! 

Saint Exalt Waycloud was directly kicked a hundred thousand feet away, his entire face bleeding, looking 

wretched to the extreme. 

How did the current Saint Exalt Waycloud still have any airs of an expert? 



One had to know, Big Yellow’s Coquettish Profligate Hoof was what even the three tribulations Saint 

Sovereign Heaven, Lu Zhengxin, could not withstand. 

Saint Exalt Waycloud had not even reached the first tribulation yet. This kick landing, he was already 

seriously wounded. 

He looked at Big Yellow with a look of horror, his expression changing as he said, “S-Saint Sovereign 

Heaven!” 

Just as the others did not discover that he was Saint Sovereign Heaven, Saint Exalt Waycloud also did not 

discover that Big Yellow was Saint Sovereign Heaven. 

Currently, Big Yellow exposing his true strength, everyone felt shocked to the core. 

It was not that they were stupid, but that Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses were too rare. 

There were only so few Saint Sovereign Heavens on the entire Rainclear Continent. They could be 

counted. 

But who could have thought that a Saint Exalt true spirit was actually willing to be a lower Jade 

Sovereign Heaven’s mount? 

They saw Ye Yuan ride on Big Yellow’s body with their own eyes! 

Big Yellow looked at Saint Exalt Waycloud coldly and said disdainfully, “You scolded this exalt a brute 

just now?” 

Saint Exalt Waycloud’s heart thumped and he hurriedly said, “N-Not at all! S-Slip of the tongue! Just 

now, it was just a momentary slip of the tongue!” 

Big Yellow smiled coldly and said, “You wanted Master Ye’s grandmist treasure earlier?” 

Saint Exalt Waycloud only felt bitterness and said, “N-No! Just now, it was just a momentary impulse!” 

Big Yellow continued, “Just now, you wanted to destroy Master Ye’s hometown?” 

Saint Exalt Waycloud only had a bitter smile left as he shook his head and said, “Mistake, it was really 

just a mistake!” 

If really want a fair fight, even if Saint Exalt Waycloud was not Big Yellow’s match, it would also not be to 

an extent of being in such a tight corner. 

But Big Yellow’s sudden hoof attack earlier really had a powerful effect. 

Fighting again at this time, he had no hope at all. 

So, he could only submit. 

Coming here, his goal was the Sacred Sieve Mystic Realm’s natural treasures. 

There was completely no need to fight to the bitter end with Big Yellow right now. 

The true strength that Big Yellow displayed also made all the powerhouses speculate one after another. 



“Really didn’t expect that the large yellow bull is actually a Saint Exalt true spirit!” 

“I heard that there’s a Saint Exalt in the Myriad Demons Mountain whose true body is that of a bull, 

could it be him?” 

“Hang on! Why would a Lord Saint Exalt willingly be a lower Jade Sovereign Heaven’s mount? Just what 

background does that young man have?” 

… … 

At this time, there were a series of question marks above everyone’s heads. 

This kind of thing, they could not figure it out even if they racked their brains too. 

However, Ye Yuan ignored their guesses and just said coolly, “Cripple that guy and this matter will be 

considered dropped. Otherwise, it’s irreconcilable till death! No one can think about entering the Sacred 

Sieve Mystic Realm without determining a victor!” 

But when he spoke, Ye Yuan pointed at Wei Yu. 

This guy had already been jumping up and down a few times. 

Previously, Ye Yuan could not be bothered to haggle over it with him. But now, Ye Yuan was very angry 

and very irritable, so he was going to take action! 

When Wei Yu heard that, his expression could not help changing wildly and he said, “Who the hell do 

you think you are, to actually dare command a Saint Exalt what to do? Saint Exalt Waycloud, I’m the 

successor appointed by Sect Master! Y-You can’t get turned against me!” 

Saint Exalt Waycloud gave a cold snort and suddenly pointed a finger out. 

Boom! 

Wei Yu was directly blown into a cloud of blood mist. 

The Seven-star Heavenly Sect’s successor died just like that! 

Everyone was silent like cicadas in winter. 

From Jadetrue Heavenly Sect to the Heavenspan World, they were all waiting to watch Ye Yuan make a 

fool of himself. 

But in the end, Wei Yu became the fool, and the Seven-star Heavenly Star became the joke! 

It was actually a Saint Exalt true spirit following by Ye Yuan’s side! 

Even Saint Exalt Waycloud, this kind of powerful existence, had no choice but to submit too. 

Saint Exalt Waycloud drew a deep breath and said, “Are you satisfied with this?” 

Ye Yuan gave a cold snort and said, “I know that there are still some hidden Saint Sovereign Heavens 

among you guys. You all go to the Sacred Sieve Mystic Realm to vie for your lucky chances! I’m very 

vexed right now, so don’t provoke me! I used my life to guard this world. Whoever dares to touch a 

single hair of it, I’ll never rest until he’s dead!” 



This was a blatant threat, but the powerhouses present did not dare to really provoke Ye Yuan anymore. 

He had the capital to threaten everyone! 

Moreover, they all came to seek lucky chances.. There was no need to make trouble with Ye Yuan. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2736: Unexpected Person! 

All the powerhouses present no longer have their tempers. They all went toward the passageway below 

in succession. 

There was the entrance to the Sacred Sieve Mystic Realm. 

Saint Exalt Waycloud hesitated for a bit, but still cupped his fists at Big Yellow and said, “I wonder if 

Fellow Daoist is the Myriad Demons Mountain’s Saint Exalt Bull Demon?” 

Big Yellow said coolly, “Nay! This exalt is Saint Exalt Bull Demon’s head commander!” 

Saint Exalt Waycloud’s expression changed, his heart being in disarray. 

When did Myriad Demons Mountain have one more Saint Exalt? 

It seemed like the Five Great Heavenly Regions’ news was somewhat outdated. 

Saint Exalt Waycloud hesitated for a bit, but he still said, “Pardon me for being forthright, but your 

esteemed self is a dignified Saint Exalt, how can you be the mount for a lower Jade Sovereign Heaven? 

This … This is insulting the majesty of Saint Exalts!” 

Big Yellow’s nostrils turned to the sky and he said coolly, “This exalt is happy. Do you have any 

objections?” 

Saint Exalt Waycloud was choked badly enough and could only leave in embarrassment. 

Several hundred Jade Sovereign Heavens entered Sacred Sieve Mystic Realm one after another. Only Ye 

Yuan did not move a muscle. 

After everyone left, Ye Yuan arrived at Heavenly Eagle Imperial City with a teleport. 

In reality, this place was no longer Heavenly Eagle Imperial City but became the Heavenspan World’s 

holy land. 

The deed of Ye Yuan battling Jun Tian alone and saving the Heavenspan World had already become a 

legend here. 

This place remained the same, but the people were gone! 

Ye Yuan’s divine sense swept over and over again and discovered that it was not just Li-er they all who 

had disappeared. 

As long as it was someone who had associated with Ye Yuan before, they had actually all disappeared 

without a trace now! 

What was going on? 
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In fact, even those people in Heavenly Eagle Imperial City, the Jian Family’s people, Ning Family’s people, 

have all vanished without a trace too! 

Ye Yuan suddenly discovered that he seemed to have fallen into a huge conspiracy! 

The person who abducted Yue Mengli they all knew too much about him. 

The other party understood until they knew his experiences growing up all the way, like the back of their 

hand! 

But he had already turned the nine Dao Ancestors into his vassals before he left. 

The nine great Dao Ancestors were already the Heavenspan World’s strongest force. Who was the other 

party, to actually have such powerful strength? 

Could it be that a Heavenly Stratum powerhouse was hidden in this Heavenspan World? 

“Friend, I want to meet the nine great Dao Ancestors. Do you know where they are?” Ye Yuan stopped a 

Deva Fourth Blight powerhouse and asked. 

“Dao Ancestor? What’s that?” The other party answered. 

Ye Yuan frowned and said, “Then do you know who Ye Yuan is?” 

The moment the other person heard, he immediately said with deep veneration, “Ye Yuan is our savior! 

His contributions are unparalleled, and his accomplishments surpass ancient and modern times!” 

Ye Yuan asked again, “Then do you know where the people related to him went?” 

The moment the other party heard, he shook his head blankly and said, “The savior is the savior. Who 

would go and care about the people around him?” 

Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed even harder. 

He discovered that his traces had already been completely erased by someone, leaving behind only a 

savior. 

The world only knew of Ye Yuan, but they did not know that there were nine Dao Ancestors! 

The people related to Ye Yuan had also all disappeared without a trace! 

“Looks like your road of growing up was just a certain existence’s conspiracy! When you were growing 

up, there has always been a pair of eyes behind you, watching you!” Mi Tian suddenly said. 

Ye Yuan only felt his back turn cold! 

Who was the other party? 

What did he want to do? 

Ye Yuan’s entire body trembled, his head suddenly exploding, thinking of someone! 

Yan Jadetrue! 

This Heavenspan World was a scheme single-handedly arranged by him in the first place! 



If talking about who was most likely to do this, then the greatest possibility was him! 

Ye Yuan discovered that he had always been stuck in a fixed mindset. 

That was that Yan Jadetrue was already dead. 

But who had seen that he really died? 

The people in the same era as him had long since disappeared. 

Even Zhuo Bufan had also embarked on the road to the south. 

Then was he really dead? 

Not necessarily! 

“Huhu,?looks like you’ve already guessed it! As expected, worthy of being the person that I chose!” The 

Deva Fourth Blight who was stopped by Ye Yuan suddenly emitted a strange laugh from his mouth. 

Ye Yuan’s entire body shook, staring fixedly at the other party, and discovered that the look in the other 

party’s eyes had already changed. 

As if he had become another person. 

“Yan Jadetrue!” Ye Yuan enunciated each word. 

“It’s me!” 

The other party did not deny it, but he smiled and said, “Your improvement is faster than I imagined! 

What I didn’t expect is that the Heavenspan Mountain actually evolved into a grandmist treasure in your 

hands!” 

Ye Yuan never dreamed that the Saint Exalt Jadetrue who had once commanded the Five Great 

Heavenly Regions, the Heavenspan Mountain’s former master, was actually not dead yet! 

“What the hell do you want to do? Where is Li-er they all?” Ye Yuan’s tone was almost freezing this 

world. 

Ye Yuan was virtually on the verge of going berserk right now. 

At the thought of his growth, how there had always been a pair of eyes watching behind him, he felt a 

chill without it being cold. 

Let alone that Yan Jadetrue actually even kidnapped Li-er they all. 

Yan Jadetrue smiled lightly and said, “Ye Yuan, you’re the smartest and most talented person that I’ve 

met! Even when compared to Zhuo Bufan, you’re not the least bit inferior too! Therefore, you should 

have already guessed what I want to do, right?” 

Ye Yuan suppressed the fury in his heart and said in a solemn voice, “You want me to enter the Sacred 

Sieve Mystic Realm?” 

Ye Yuan was not stupid. With the plane passageway suddenly erupting and the Sacred Sieve Mystic 

Realm suddenly opening up, it likely had everything to do with Yan Jadetrue. 



Otherwise, why would such a sudden turn of events occur when everything was perfectly fine? 

Yan Jadetrue caused such a big commotion. It was clearly in order to make everyone enter the Sacred 

Sieve Mystic Realm. 

Of course, he wanted to make Ye Yuan enter the Sacred Sieve Mystic Realm most of all. 

But it was clearly impossible for Ye Yuan to give in obediently. That was why he kidnapped Li-er and the 

rest. 

Everyone and everything, all seemed to be under Yan Jadetrue’s control. 

“Smart! Dealing with you, even if it’s me, I have to be careful too. Therefore, for safety’s sake, I sent 

your lover and all the people related to you into thousands of small chiliocosms. Only I know their 

locations! Of course, they are all very safe. As long as you listen and behave obediently, they will always 

be very safe!” Yan Jadetrue said with a smile. 

Ye Yuan looked at Yan Jadetrue coldly and said in a solemn voice, “You searched for successors with the 

Heart of Heavenspan to break through the Heavenspan World’s barriers and become a Heavenly 

Stratum powerhouse! The purpose was for today?” 

Yan Jadetrue’s appearance made Ye Yuan think of many things. 

From the time Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove obtained the Heart of Heavenspan, to the series of 

events that happened later on, it seemed like just a coincidence. 

But, looking back now, everything was inevitable! 

It was just that Ye Yuan could not figure it out. Yan Jadetrue’s means were exceedingly formidable, why 

did he have to look for successors in the Lower Realms? 

Yan Jadetrue smiled and said, “I said before, you’re very smart! So, your decision is?” 

Ye Yuan drew a deep breath and said in a cold voice, “Do I still have a choice?” 

Yan Jadetrue smiled and said, “Ye Yuan, you don’t have a trace of flaw from head to toe. Your only flaw 

is that you attach too much importance to the people around you! And this is also an important reason 

why I chose you!” 

At this time, Ye Yuan already recovered his calm and said coolly, “Tell me, what do you want me to do?” 

Yan Jadetrue said, “Go to the Labyrinth Divine Palace and help me get something!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2737: Im Familiar with This Place! 

“Labyrinth Divine Palace!” 

Hearing this name, Mi Tian could not help exclaiming in surprise. 

Ye Yuan was also surprised. A place that could make Mi Tian cry out in surprise was definitely not a 

simple place. 
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Up until now, there was only the Myriad Realms Mountain that could truly surprise Mi Tian. 

Of course, Ye Yuan remained unmoved on the surface. 

“Senior, you know the Labyrinth Divine Palace?” Ye Yuan asked. 

Mi Tian did not answer Ye Yuan, but muttered to himself, “I didn’t expect that where this place connects 

to is actually the Heaven Fragmented Continent! Kid, promise him first.” 

That tone carried a strong sense of nostalgia. 

“But …” Ye Yuan somewhat hesitated as he said. 

At a conservative estimate, Yan Jadetrue had middle Saint Sovereign Heaven strength back then too. 

Furthermore, he was not an average middle Saint Sovereign Heaven. 

Something that even Yan Jadetrue could not get, could he, a puny little Jade Sovereign Heaven, get it? 

“I’m familiar with the place!” Mi Tian did not explain too much and just said these four light-sounding 

words. 

But Ye Yuan’s eyes lit up, and he opened his mouth and said, “Okay!” 

Yan Jadetrue smiled and said, “Very good! He who understands the times is a wise man! There’s 

something in the Labyrinth Divine Palace called Voidsnap Immortal Condensation! You bring it out, and 

this exalt will naturally let your sweetheart go.” 

“Alright, deal!” Ye Yuan did not waste his breath either, agreeing readily. 

Of course, he had no choice either. 

That Yan Jadetrue smiled strangely and immediately fell softly to the ground. 

Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed slightly, arriving at the entrance to the Sacred Sieve Mystic Realm with a 

teleport. 

Ye Yuan had his own judgment about Yan Jadetrue too. 

That guy must have been seriously injured back then, even being on the verge of death. That was why 

he lay dormant in the Heavenspan World. 

With his Saint Sovereign Heaven strength, even if Ye Yuan broke through to Heavenly Stratum, it was 

impossible to find him too. 

Probably until now, Yan Jadetrue had not recovered to his peak state either. 

“Senior, what’s this Voidsnap Immortal Condensation?” Ye Yuan asked. 

“Voidsnap Immortal Condensation, it’s a chaos variant with the ability to seize heaven’s good fortune. 

That little fellow probably wants this item in order to break through to the realm of True Sovereign 

Heaven!” Mi Tian said. 



Ye Yuan’s expression changed slightly and he said, “In that case, he’s already grand completion Saint 

Sovereign Heaven?” 

Mi Tian chuckled and said, “If you know what the Heaven Fragmented Continent is, you wouldn’t be 

making such a big fuss. Come on. Go in first. In this world, your every action and movement can’t escape 

his surveillance.” 

Ye Yuan nodded slightly and took a step out, entering another space. 

Suddenly, abundance landed in Ye Yuan’s eyes. 

Thick spiritual energy even made Ye Yuan feel a little short of breath. 

“Such rich spiritual energy!” Even Big Yellow could not resist exclaiming in surprise too. 

“This space is so weird! It’s actually even richer than Rainclear Continent’s spiritual energy! The power 

of rules here is also the 33 Heavens’ rules!” Ye Yuan frowned and said. 

This was clearly an independent space that looked like a small world. 

But Ye Yuan felt like he had returned to the 33 Heavens! 

Furthermore, this place gave Ye Yuan an extremely dangerous feeling. 

It was really hard to imagine that the Heavenspan World was actually connected to such a strange 

space. 

“Huhu,?it’s indeed the Heaven Fragmented Continent! That fool is giving you a lucky chance!” 

Arriving at this world, Mi Tian was no longer acting in a secretive manner either, directly making a 

sound. 

“Lucky chance?” Big Yellow was taken aback. 

Mi Tian smiled and said, “Do you all know what the Labyrinth Divine Palace is?” 

Ye Yuan did not speak, waiting quietly for Mi Tian to continue. 

“The Labyrinth Divine Palace was once a major force that covered all the heavens, powerhouses 

plentiful like clouds, flourishing for a period of time! They were once Crimson Bright and Yang Heaven’s 

strongest sect, and not one of! But sadly, this sect was too ambitious, to actually want to unify the 33 

Heavens! However, their strength was really strong too. The Labyrinth Divine Palace expanded 

continuously and virtually swept across more than half of the 33 Heavens’ territory!” 

“In the end, it finally provoked the hegemons of the heavens to move out, triggering the All Heavens 

War! That battle fought until the sky was rent asunder and the earth split open, all the heavens 

collapsing! This isn’t a description. It was really that heaven was rent asunder and the earth cracked! 

Labyrinth Divine Palace’s sects along with an entire continent were directly shattered, drifting into 

chaos! This is also the origin of the Heaven Fragmented Continent. I didn’t expect that it actually fell 

here!” 

Ye Yuan and Big Yellow listened, and they could not help drawing a breath of cold air. 



How stable was the 33 Heavens’ space? 

Not entering Jade Sovereign Heaven, one could not even fly for a long time. 

But the All Heavens War actually drove an entire continent into the void. 

That level of battle, how grand and torrential was it? How abnormally tragic was it? 

“Hegemons of the heavens …” 

Ye Yuan muttered and said, “Senior, hegemons of the heavens … what kind of strength is that?” 

Mi Tian smiled and said, “The strength of hegemons of the heavens isn’t what you can imagine 

currently! You just have to know, they can access heaven and penetrate the earth, reverse heaven and 

earth, and are omnipotent! In your Rainclear Continent, Saint Sovereign Heavens can be called Saint 

Exalts. But, in front of a faction like the Labyrinth Divine Palace, Saint Sovereign Heavens doesn’t even 

have the qualifications to guard the door! Rainclear Continent is merely a corner of the 33 Heavens 

where spiritual energy is scarce, that’s all.” 

“You guys should have felt the spiritual energy here. At its heyday, Heaven Fragmented Continent’s 

spiritual energy was a hundred times of this place! Under such an environment, what does mere Saint 

Sovereign Heaven could as?” 

Ye Yuan felt an upsurge of emotion as he listened. Only then did he realize his insignificance. He was 

sitting in the well and looking at the sky! 

“Senior, could it be that you … were a hegemon of the heavens too?” Big Yellow asked curiously. 

Mi Tian said coolly, “True members of the Dragon Clan are born in chaos and equal to heaven! They are 

Hegemon Realm when born, what do you think?” 

Big Yellow opened his bull eyes wide, opening his mouth wide, a dumbfounded look on his face. 

Born as a Hegemon! 

This was really too demoralizing. 

All sentient beings went against heavens, going through countless tribulations, before they could 

corroborate their Dao as Heavenly Stratum. 

But some people were already born at the finish point. 

Was it aggravating or not? 

But Ye Yuan’s gaze flickered and he suddenly said, “Senior, you said that Hegemon Realm can access 

heaven and penetrate the earth and reverse heaven and earth! Then, if I reach the realm of Hegemon, 

can I resurrect the dead?” 

He suddenly remembered that hint of undulation in front of his father’s grave after he killed Heavenly 

Emperor Jiu Shang with his own hands and asked with a hint of hope. 

“That will depend on who it is! It’s true that Hegemon Realm reverses heaven and earth, but everyone’s 

ability is different. However, I know that the Lord of Samsara indeed has the ability to revere Yin and 



Yang. Of course, he’s also not omnipotent. He can revive some people, but others, he can’t,” Mi Tian 

said. 

Mi Tian said it lightly, but Ye Yuan’s eyes radiated a brilliant light. 

Looks like that hint of undulation that he had once felt, was not an illusion! 

Maybe, his father really had hopes of resurrecting! 

However, he had to have adequate strength first. 

Otherwise, how could he talk to the Lord of Samsara, this level of powerhouse? 

“Many thanks to Senior for clarifying my doubts! The Labyrinth Divine Palace trip this time, I’ll have to 

trouble Senior!” Ye Yuan said. 

“No need to thank me, the faster your strength improves, the sooner I can go home! However, this 

Heaven Fragmented Continent has really withered! That bunch of fools, they have already started to 

take the road to ruin.. Those 13 Saint Sovereign Heavens, do they regard themselves as infallible? Come 

on, let’s go and join them,” Mi Tian said with a smile. 
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“That’s South Fighting Sky Sunflower!” 

“Water Mirror Immortal Pistil!” 

“My God, these are all grade four and grade five heavenly medicines. Natural treasures that are seldom 

seen outside are everywhere here!” 

... ... 

There was a large open space ahead. 

On the empty lot, there were all kinds of rare heavenly medicines everywhere. 

When all the powerhouses saw this, each and every one of their eyes turned red. 

With these heavenly medicines, even if they were not refined into heavenly pills, it would be sufficient 

for them to break through too! 

“All get lost for this exalt! When is it your turn? Tang Quan, you bring people over and collect all of these 

heavenly medicines! Don’t leave a single one behind!” 

Right at this time, Saint Exalt Waycloud suddenly erupted with a powerful pressure, making the faces of 

all the Jade Sovereign Heavens change abruptly. 

With a Saint Sovereign Heaven present, there naturally would not be a share of the good stuff for them. 

Everyone’s expressions were very ugly, this Saint Exalt Waycloud was too overbearing! 

The Seven-star Heavenly Sect ate the meat and actually did not even let them drink the soup. 
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While Tang Quan had a look of excitement. In this open space, there were probably thousands of grade 

four and five heavenly medicines! 

Some of the heavenly medicines, their medicinal properties were virtually overflowing, practically 

making his cultivation realm loosen up. 

Without a doubt, he would absolutely be able to break through to Saint Sovereign Heaven after eating 

them! 

At that time, he would be a Saint Exalt powerhouse too! 

Thinking up to here, Tang Quan was really incredibly excited. 

As for Wei Yu’s death, he no longer cared about it a long time ago. 

“Huhu, Saint Exalt Waycloud, truly awe-inspiring! I wonder if our Dazzling Cloud Heavenly Sect can 

collect some?” 

A middle-aged man in inconspicuous clothing walked out of the crowd. 

The man’s aura also rose rapidly! 

Another Saint Sovereign Heaven! 

When Dazzling Cloud Heavenly Sect’s powerhouses saw him, each and every one of them was elated. 

“Saint Exalt Skyfortune!” 

“Sorry about that, our Azure Flame Heavenly Sect also wants a share of the loot, wonder if that’s 

allowed or not?” 

While talking, another figure walked out. 

“Saint Exalt Yuan Yi!” 

The third Saint Sovereign Heaven! 

The expressions of the hundreds of Jade Sovereign Heavens present changed abruptly. 

Normally, the Saint Exalt powerhouses whose movements and traces were elusive and secretive, three 

of them actually showed up the moment they appeared! 

“Huhu, your sect is still really overbearing! Us itinerant cultivators actually can’t even get any share?” 

While talking, another three imposing auras surged to the sky. What could it be if not Saint Sovereign 

Heavens? 

“That’s ... Saint Exalt Purplesun!” 

“There’s also Saint Exalt Chongshan and Saint Exalt Yichen!” These three are all itinerant Saint Exalt 

cultivators!” 

“There are ... actually six great Saint Exalt powerhouses. Wouldn’t we all, these people, become cannon 

fodders?” 



... ... 

They clearly did not expect that six great Saint Exalts actually appeared in one go! 

These heavenly medicines that were extremely rare in the outside world moved them. 

Waycloud’s expression was a little ugly. 

He figured that there would be other Saint Exalts coming but did not think that there would be so many. 

Of course, he did not know that there were actually still seven great Saint Exalts that did not reveal their 

identities. 

These seven people were clearly a little more cautious. 

It was just that, they could hide from the eyes and ears of the other Saint Sovereign Heavens, but they 

could not hide from Mi Tian’s probing. 

“Humph! You all are finally willing to show yourselves!” Saint Exalt Waycloud said with a cold snort. 

“Huhu, seeing so much good stuff around, we naturally have to show yourselves! If we still don’t show 

ourselves, wouldn’t it all be swallowed up by you alone?” Saint Exalt Purplesun said with a smile. 

“Showing yourself that early is useless too. Coveting people’s grandmist treasure but in the end, failed 

to get it and even got your face kicked, why bother?” Saint Exalt Skyfortune said with a chuckle. 

It was not that no one among these Saint Sovereign Heavens was moved. It was just that they were 

more cautious than Waycloud. 

Although they also did not believe that Big Yellow was a Saint Exalt true spirit, his performance had 

indeed been extraordinary. 

True spirits capable of suppressing half-step Saint Sovereign Heavens were not often seen! 

Only Saint Exalt Waycloud could not hold it in and made a move. 

Sure enough, he got covered in stink. 

“Skyfortune, don’t be smug! That large yellow bull’s strength is extraordinary. He’ll come over in a while. 

This exalt wants to see how you deal with him!” Waycloud said with a cold snort. 

“Therefore, before he comes, let’s hurry up and divide these natural treasures! Could it be that he can 

still steal it from all of us?” Saint Exalt Yuan Yi said impatiently. 

His words also made everyone stop quarreling. 

The appearance of six great Saint Exalts made those Jade Sovereign Heavens realize that they probably 

would not even get to drink soup anymore. 

Especially those itinerant cultivators, it was completely impossible to get anything. 

It was impossible for itinerant Saint Exalt cultivators to speak up for them too. 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 



The six great Saint Exalts practically moved out at the same time, moving toward that stretch of 

medicinal land. 

Those sect disciples also moved out at the same time. 

At this time, whoever snatched more, whoever would naturally earn a big haul. 

But, right at this time, an abnormality suddenly occurred. 

There was a wizened ancient tree in the medicinal land. 

This ancient tree was unremarkable previously as if it had already withered up. 

But, when those powerhouses entered the medicinal land, ten thousand thin vines suddenly emerged 

from the ancient tree. 

Puchi! 

The dozen over Jade Sovereign Heavens that rushed at the forefront were directly pierced through by 

the thin vines. 

Then their bodies rapidly shriveled up, becoming dried-up corpses. 

The blood essence in their bodies was actually directly sucked dry. 

The six great saint sovereigns rushed at the forefront. At this time, their expressions could not help 

changing wildly, their bodies immediately erupting with powerful strength. 

Without holding back in the least bit, they directly executed their specialties, chopping towards the thin 

vines. 

But what shocked them was that those thin vines actually could not be chopped off! 

The full power strike of a Saint Sovereign Heaven actually could not chop these tiny and thin vines off! 

The thin vines only fell back briefly and tangled over again very quickly. 

The six people’s faces changed wildly. How could they still dare to covet the heavenly medicines, flying 

back one after another? 

“This is a chaos aberrant, Bloodcentral Devil Vine! Its strength is likely grand completion Saint Sovereign 

Heaven! Everyone, quickly retreat!” Saint Exalt Waycloud shouted. 

It was easy to enter, but hard to get out. 

These thin vines entangled them frenziedly, not letting them retreat. 

Fortunately, the strength of Saint Sovereign Heavens was indeed fearsome. After experiencing a round 

of bitter fighting, the six great Saint Sovereign Heavens broke out of the encirclement. 

And those Jade Sovereign Heavens who rushed into the medicinal land, virtually none of them were 

spared, all being sucked into mummified corpses. 



The ancient tree that absorbed the blood seemed to have been rejuvenated with the second coming of 

spring, the entire big tree becoming fresh and alive. 

The other Jade Sovereign Heavens had long already retreated to an extremely far place, to avoid being 

affected. 

The six great Saint Exalts looked at the Bloodcentral Devil Vine that was brandishing its vines, their 

expressions all extremely ugly. 

“Damn it! This Bloodcentral Devil Vine actually disguised as a withered tree!” Saint Exalt Skyfortune 

gnashed his teeth in hatred and said. 

“This Bloodcentral Devil Vine’s aura became much stronger. It seemed to have suffered heavy injuries 

before! It wants to absorb blood essence to recover its strength!” Saint Exalt Purplesun said. 

“Looking at so many heavenly medicines but not being able to get them, it’s really aggrieving!” Saint 

Exalt Waycloud gnashed his teeth in hatred and said. 

These grade five heavenly pills held great significance to them, these Saint Sovereign Heavens. 

Being able to see but not able to get them made these Saint Sovereign Heavens depressed until they 

wanted to vomit blood. 

“Really a bunch of fools! People have long entered this Sacred Sieve Mystic Realm before. If these 

heavenly medicines were really easy to get, would it be your turn?” Right at this time, a disdainful voice 

sounded out. 

The expressions of the six great Saint Exalts turned dark. Turning around to look, who could it be if not 

Ye Yuan? 

“Brat, stop making sarcastic comments! Don’t think that by bringing along a Saint Exalt true spirit, you’re 

invincible! Don’t you forget, we’re currently six great Saint Exalts!” Waycloud said with a cold snort. 

“Huhu, who has the time to make sarcastic comments with you! I only came to tell you guys that since 

you all can’t get them, then I’ll be keeping them!” Ye Yuan said coolly. 
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“You’re keeping them??Huhu,?as long as you have the ability to get them, I have no objections!” When 

Saint Exalt Waycloud heard that, he smiled coldly. 

“Brat, do you really think that you’re invincible under the heavens by having a Saint Exalt helper? This 

exalt wants to see how you collect them!” 

“Shameless boasting little fellow, do you really think that us, these Saint Sovereign Heavens, are all 

incompetent?” 

… … 

When the few great Saint Exalts heard that, they all smiled coldly. 
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A mere Jade Sovereign Heaven also dares to boast shamelessly in front of them, did he really take it that 

the Bloodcentral Devil Vine was to be trifled with?” 

But Ye Yuan was indifferent and said coolly, “Is that so? Then you guys watch carefully.” 

Done talking, Ye Yuan rode on Big Yellow and leaped, directly entering the medicinal land. 

But the strange thing was that the Bloodcentral Devil Vine actually did not react! 

Ye Yuan was not courteous either and immediately began collecting the surrounding heavenly 

medicines. 

When the powerhouses at the periphery saw this scene, each and every one of their eyes went wide! 

“What’s going on? Why isn’t there any movement from the Bloodcentral Devil Vine?” 

“Really seeing ghosts!” 

“Could it be that the Bloodcentral Devil Vine is full from absorbing the blood and won’t attack us 

anymore?” 

… … 

When many people saw the situation, they were all guessing. 

Seeing that Ye Yuan was actually fine, they were naturally tempted too. 

The gutsy would be stuffed and the cowardly would starve. 

Since Ye Yuan was fine, then they would definitely be fine too! 

Hence, someone plucked up their courage and rushed into the medicinal land again. 

But, right at the moment they entered the attack range, the Bloodcentral Devil Vine moved out like 

lightning. 

Puchi! 

Those few Jade Sovereign Heaven powerhouses were directly sucked into human jerkies! 

With this, they no longer had hopes of getting lucky. 

“Damn it, why doesn’t the Bloodcentral Devil Vine react to him?” Saint Exalt Waycloud said in shock and 

anger. 

The faces of the other Saint Exalts were all very ugly. 

Such a large piece of medicinal land, it was actually going to benefit Ye Yuan alone? 

Having collected the surrounding heavenly medicine, Big Yellow leaped again and arrived at another 

area. 

Ye Yuan repeated what he did and continued collecting heavenly medicines. 



Of course, with this method of collection, it was impossible to collect all of the heavenly medicines. But, 

collecting 70%-80% was still not a problem. 

“Kid, how is it? Does it feel great?” Mi Tian said proudly. 

“Indeed very amazing! Many of these heavenly medicines are not available on Rainclear Continent, they 

are really rare to the extreme. I didn’t expect that it all benefited me,” Ye Yuan praised. 

“This bunch of guys, they are considered lucky. How can the Labyrinth Divine Palace’s Bloodcentral Devil 

Vine back then have just this bit of strength? Chaos aberrant isn’t said for fun! This Bloodcentral Devil 

Vine is most likely that guy’s descendant. It’s just a shame that it didn’t have sufficient blood to support 

it, and it only has this bit of strength now,” Mi Tian said. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Who could have thought that the powerful Bloodcentral Devil Vine actually 

has bad eyesight! As long as you move about in his blind spot, you won’t be attacked?” 

This was the reason why Ye Yuan was safe and sound! 

The Bloodcentral Devil Vine’s strength was extremely formidable. Even in the same rank, it was virtually 

invincible too. 

But, it had its flaws too, that was that it had a blind spot in perception. 

However, this blind spot was not static, but constantly moving. 

Only an existence like Mi Tian would know about the Bloodcentral Devil Vine’s blind spot. 

Otherwise, even if they knew that it had this shortcoming, it would be difficult to find it too. 

At the periphery, a hint of a smile suddenly surfaced on Saint Exalt Skyfortune’s face and he said, 

“Everyone doesn’t need to get agitated. It’s naturally excellent that he can pluck these heavenly 

medicines out! We’ll just sit and reap the benefits of the fisherman!” 

When the other Saint Exalts heard that, their eyes all lit up! 

Yeah, why did they have to go and collect it? 

After Ye Yuan returned from plucking them, wouldn’t it do if they directly snatched it? 

“Haha,?it’s still Fellow Daoist Skyfortune who is shrewd! Such a dangerous thing, it’s better for others to 

go and do it!” Saint Exalt Waycloud said with a loud laugh when he heard that. 

Ye Yuan’s movements were very fast, plucking those heavenly medicines clean very quickly. 

Following that, Big Yellow directly jumped out of the circle with a leap. 

And outside, the six great Saint Exalts have already been casting covetous eyes. 

The moment Ye Yuan came out, they immediately blocked all of the escape routes. 

“Kid, you’ve worked hard! Hand over all the heavenly medicines and you can get lost!” Waycloud said 

with a cold smile. 

Now, with helpers, he could finally avenge the enmity. 



Skyfortune also said coolly, “Little Brother, no matter how strong the Saint Exalt true spirit is, it’s also 

impossible to fight one-versus-six! If you’re sensible, better hand it over, we won’t make things difficult 

for you! You can keep the grade four heavenly medicines for yourself.” 

“Huhu,?weren’t you very cocky just now? Be cocky again for this exalt to see!” Saint Exalt Waycloud had 

an appearance like he had cornered Ye Yuan as he mocked. 

But Ye Yuan did not care at all and said with a smile, “If I were you guys, I’d be worried about yourselves 

first! I’ve prepared a big gift for you guys, hope that you all like it.” 

Dong! 

Dong! 

Dong! 

Ye Yuan’s voice had yet to fade when the ground actually started vibrating. 

The expressions of the Saint Exalts changed wildly, only feeling a wave of terrifying to the extreme 

undulation surging towards this side. 

“This … What’s going on here? Seems like there’s a large group of powerhouses with terrifying strength 

heading over here!” Saint Exalt Waycloud said in alarm. 

Saint Exalt Skyfortune stared fixedly at Ye Yuan and said in a solemn voice, “Kid, what did you do?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “It’s nothing. I just let several dozen Saint Sovereign Heaven true spirits out. If 

you all want the heavenly medicines, you can totally come and snatch them. But, whether or not you 

can escape in a while, I won’t dare to guarantee it.” 

“What?! S-Several dozen true spirits! You’re insane!” Saint Exalt Waycloud’s entire body trembled and 

he said in horror. 

Just the auras that he felt, there were more than a dozen that were not weaker than him! 

In fact, there were even several who were significantly stronger than him! 

That appearance was clearly middle Saint Sovereign Heaven, even upper Saint Sovereign Heaven! 

This kind of terrifying aura, how could it be what they all could resist? 

“Huhu,?you all are allowed to find helpers, but I’m not allowed to find helpers? Whether or not you 

want the heavenly medicines, decide yourselves,” Ye Yuan said with a smile. 

These true spirits were actually all reared by the Labyrinth Divine Palace. 

The powerhouses of the Labyrinth Divine Palace all had their own mounts when they traveled back then. 

Of course, those truly powerful true spirits had long already died out. 

These true spirits that Ye Yuan released were all the descendants of the true spirits that the Labyrinth 

Divine Palace raised in the past. 



These true spirits were all raised by the Labyrinth Divine Palace with special methods. They did not have 

any intelligence at all, only primitive wildness. 

After they reached Saint Sovereign Heaven Realm, many were unable to transcend the Saint Sovereign 

Dao Tribulation, so they repeated the process of multiplying like that. 

Before Ye Yuan came here, he quietly released these true spirits under Mi Tian’s guidance. Then, he 

lured these true spirits to go crazy and head over here. 

Big Yellow alone was naturally not the match of these Saint Exalts joining forces. 

Therefore, Ye Yuan was long prepared. 

The faces of the six great Saint Exalts flickered indeterminately. As for the other Jade Sovereign Heaven 

powerhouses and even half-step Saint Sovereign Heavens, they had long fled. 

This commotion was too terrifying! 

“RUN!” Saint Exalt Waycloud finally could not bear the pressure and turned around and ran! 

How could the other five still dare to stay? Being besieged by dozens of Saint Sovereign Heaven true 

spirits, it was totally impossible for them to escape alive! 

They could only run! 

Ye Yuan smiled slightly. Patting Big Yellow, he said, “Big Yellow, come on!” 

Big Yellow took a step forward and walked into the dense woods unhurriedly, as if not worried about 

these Saint Exalt true spirits at all. 
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In the forest, dust was flying and it was long already in a chaotic mess. 

Saint Exalt Waycloud and the rest were pursued until they ran all over the place. 

“Roar!” 

A huge roar sounded out, Saint Exalt Waycloud was slammed flying by an Ironblack Beast. 

“Bastard, this exalt definitely won’t let you off!” Waycloud roared angrily. 

But at this time, the Ironblack Beast’s eyes locked onto another person. 

That person was merely a middle Jade Sovereign heaven and was inconspicuous in the crowd. 

At this time, his expression became very ugly and he cussed heavily, “F*cking hell, this scoundrelly punk! 

This exalt was already very low-profile. Must you force Your Father out?” 

While talking, his strength suddenly skyrocketed, and actually directly reached peak lower Saint 

Sovereign Heaven! 

And his appearance also underwent huge changes. 
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The moment Waycloud saw, he could not help saying in a great rage, “Motherf*cker Cang Jie, you hid so 

deeply!” 

Saint Exalt Cang Jie said crossly, “You’re the motherf*cker! Your entire family, they are all 

motherf*ckers! You couldn’t stand the loneliness and insist on revealing your identity! What the hell 

does it have to do with Your Father?” 

Saint Exalt Waycloud’s face turned black,and he said in a solemn voice, “Stop talking nonsense! Let’s join 

hands and finish this thing off! Although this Ironblack Beast is only peak lower Saint Sovereign Heaven, 

its strength is too strong, I’m not a match by myself!” 

Saint Exalt Cang Jie said, “Motherf*cker! Then what are you still standing there stupidly for? Why 

haven’t you made a move?” 

The two great Saint Exalts were pressed into a corner too, every sentence carrying profanities. 

These Saint Exalt true spirits that Ye Yuan released disrupted everyone’s plans. 

Those like Saint Exalt Cang Jie did not even reveal their identities after seeing those heavenly medicines. 

Being hunted down at this time, he had no choice but to reveal his strength. 

The other five hidden Saint Exalts were the same as him currently. 

Keep holding back and that would be fatal. 

They had been reluctant to take action all along. Their plan was to wait until there was truly a big 

opportunity, and then they would suddenly take action. 

But now, they were forced to expose themselves. 

These few Saint Exalts even had the heart to kill Ye Yuan. 

But they had no choice but to face these Saint Exalt true spirits first. 

Fortunately, they ran in time. These true spirits did not have much intelligence either. That was how 

they could preserve their lives. 

Otherwise, being caught up to by those middle, or even upper Saint Sovereign Heavens, it would 

practically be certain death. 

As for the greater part of the force, they had long already been scattered into a mess, each fleeing for 

themselves. 

At this very moment, on a mountain, Big Yellow’s imposing momentum was currently in the midst of 

climbing wildly. 

Ye Yuan snatched away the Heavenly Burial Water Caltrop Flower from Shi Yue’s hands previously, but 

there were still two kinds of core ingredients that were not collected yet. 

He did not expect that they could be collected here. 

Hence, he naturally did not delay anything either, directly refining a true grade heavenly imperial pill for 

Big Yellow. 



Ye Yuan looked at Big Yellow breaking through and could not help frowning slightly as he said, “I didn’t 

expect that a heavenly imperial pill is actually unable to let him rise to middle Saint Sovereign Heaven! 

Each realm of Saint Sovereign Heaven, the gap is really huge!” 

“Heavenly Stratum powerhouses, before Saint Sovereign Heaven, it’s all about consolidating the 

foundation! Only by stepping into Saint Sovereign Heaven is it considered truly attaining a higher level! 

After Saint Sovereign Heaven, each step is immensely difficult. Even if it’s a true grade heavenly pill, it’s 

impossible to let him reach the heavens in one step too! Of course, if you can refine grade five heavenly 

imperial pills, the effects will naturally be another matter altogether,” Mi Tian said. 

Ye Yuan could not resist rolling his eyes. How could grade five heavenly imperial pills be so easy to 

refine? 

The further up for heavenly imperial pills, the more difficult it was. 

Furthermore, between grade four heavenly pills and grade five heavenly pills, it was like Jade Sovereign 

Heaven and Saint Sovereign Heaven, the gap was massive. 

In alchemy, this was a tremendous watershed too. 

Because grade five heavenly medicines contained Great Dao rules in their beings, they were extremely 

complicated. 

Otherwise, how could it be called grade five? 

Although Ye Yuan was confident, he also knew that it was not easy to take this step. 

Of course, the most important thing was still having grade five heavenly pills to practice with. 

However, grade five heavenly medicines were too precious. It was impossible for Ye Yuan to practice on 

a large scale too. 

He had indeed collected quite a number of grade five heavenly medicines previously. But, these 

heavenly medicines were all extremely high quality heavenly medicines and not suitable to use for laying 

foundations. 

Even if it was heavenly medicines that grade five Foundation Establishment Heavenly Pill required, they 

were extremely precious in the Rainclear Continent too. 

Thinking about it, continuing to stay in the Rainclear Continent, it seemed like the prospect was just like 

that too. 

After avenging the Martial Secure Heavenly Sect’s enmity, it would also be time for Ye Yuan to leave the 

Rainclear Continent. 

Big Yellow’s realm only stopped at middle-stage lower Saint Sovereign Heaven in the end. 

Ye Yuan was somewhat dissatisfied with this result. But Big Yellow was wildly ecstatic and endlessly 

grateful to Ye Yuan. 

Sure enough, following Master Ye out was the wisest choice. 



Going back after this trip, when Saint Exalt Bull Demon saw him, he would definitely get a big shock. 

At that time, who knows whether or not he would let go of his pride and become a mount for Master 

Ye? 

… … 

Half a month later, in front of a magnificent hall, there were 13 Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses, 

each and every one of them looking miserable like beggars. 

“Motherf*cking Ye Yuan, he scammed Your Father badly! In order to shake off the Ironblack Beast, Your 

Father even ate the grade five heavenly pill that I hoarded!” Saint Exalt Waycloud gnashed his teeth in 

hatred and said. 

Grade five heavenly pills were not cabbages to them. 

To Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses, any grade five heavenly pill was their lifeblood. 

But now, his lifeblood was gone. How could Saint Exalt Waycloud not be angry? 

Saint Exalt Skyfortune also gnashed his teeth in hatred and said, “Be contented! The grade five heavenly 

pills that this exalt hoarded for several thousand years, they have all been depleted clean this time! If I 

still don’t get any benefits in the Labyrinth Divine Palace, this exalt would have made a terrible loss 

during this trip! This scoundrelly thing really knows how to scam people! Disregarding that he hauled 

sufficient benefits, he even scammed us miserably!” 

“F*cking hell, you all should be content! This exalt was hunted down by seven Saint Exalts! There was 

even an upper Saint Sovereign Heaven among them! Putting aside that all my heavenly pills were 

exhausted, I was even forcibly beaten into serious injuries! Now, I can only unleash the strength of a 

lower Saint Sovereign Heaven!” 

The one speaking was Saint Exalt Ji Yu. He was a middle Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouse, his 

strength being outstanding. 

But he had bad luck and was targeted by an upper Saint Sovereign Heaven and pursued all the way, 

narrowly escaping death several times. 

Fortunately, those true spirits did not have high intelligence. Otherwise, he would have died long ago. 

Even so, he was still seriously injured, his strength decreasing by 30%! 

Now, he could only unleash the strength of a lower Saint Sovereign Heaven and had nowhere to go and 

cry. 

The other Saint Exalts’ expressions looked bad. 

Before the mountain pass gates, apart from these Saint Exalts, there were also quite a number of Jade 

Sovereign Heavens and half-step Saint Sovereign Heavens that arrived. 

However, of the original four to five hundred strong Jade Sovereign Heaven brigade, there were only 

less than 200 left now! 



Jade Sovereign Heaven powerhouses really suffered heavy losses. 

However, there was one of them who was in high spirits and energetic. 

He actually brought along a Saint Exalt true spirit beside him! 

This Saint Exalt true spirit was precisely one of the ones that were hunting them down previously. 

“Tsk tsk,?speaking of which, still really got to thank Ye Yuan! Without him, I also couldn’t have subdued 

a Saint Exalt true spirit!?Tsk tsk,?that guy used Big Yellow to scam me badly. Now, it can be considered 

to have compensated me!” 

This person was none other than precisely Taoist Wu Fang! 


